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U.S. Treasury
On September 2, 1789, the United States
Treasury Department is founded.
The institution’s roots can be traced to
1775, when America’s leaders were looking for
ways to fund the Revolutionary War. Their
solution - issuing cash that doubled as
redeemable “bills of credit” - raised enough
capital to fuel the revolution. But also led to
the country’s first debt. The Continental
Congress attempted to reign in the economy,
even forming a pre-Constitutional version of
the Treasury. Neither this move, nor the signing
of the Declaration of Independence, which
enabled the U.S. to seek loans from foreign
countries, proved effective. The debt kept
mounting, while war notes rapidly deflated in
value.
With the ratification of the Constitution in
1789, the American government established
a permanent Treasury Department in hopes
of controlling the nation’s debt. President
George Washington named his former aidede-camp, Alexander Hamilton, to head the new
office. Hamilton soon outlined a practical plan
for reviving the nation’s ailing economy: the
government would pay back its $75 million war
debt and thus repair its badly damaged public
credit.
As the first secretary of the treasury,
Hamilton established most of the centralized
monetary institutions of the new nation,
including the national bank, before resigning
in January 1795. Hamilton then returned to the
private sector and a law practice in New York
City, but remained a close advisor to President
Washington.

Surrender of the last
American Indian
For almost 30 years he had fought the
whites who invaded his homeland, but
Geronimo, the wiliest and most dangerous
Apache warrior of his time, finally surrenders
in Skeleton Canyon, on September 4, 1886.

Fall Anniversaries
Hostages at the 1972 Olympics
In the early morning hours of September 5,
1972, six members of the Arab terrorist group
known as Black September dressed in the
Olympic sweat suits of Arab nations and jumped
the fence surrounding the Olympic village in
Munich, Germany, carrying bags filled with guns.
Although guards spotted them, they paid little
attention because athletes often jumped the
fence during the competition to return to their
living quarters.
After changing into disguises, the terrorists,
toting machine guns, burst into the apartments
of 21 Israeli athletes and officials. Yossef
Gutfreund, a wrestling referee who valiantly tried
to keep the terrorists out, saved Tuvia
Sokolovsky, who was able to climb out a window
and escape. In another apartment, Moshe
Weinberg was shot 12 times but still managed
to wound one of the terrorists and save the life
of one of his teammates.
Created in 1970 by a few survivors of the
“ten terrible September days” of fighting against
Jordan for a Palestinian homeland, Black
September succeeded in taking nine hostages
before demanding the release of 234 prisonersmost of whom were Arab terrorists. The demands
were categorically refused, but it was eventually
agreed that the terrorists and the hostages would
be taken to the Furstenfeldbruck airport by
helicopter and given a plane.
The German government planned an
ambush at the airport, stationing sharpshooters
around the runway and officers in the airplane.
Three terrorists were taken out in the first wave
of shots, but the others were able to hide out of
range. One threw a grenade into a helicopter
where five hostages were still tied up, instantly
killing them all. Another terrorist fired his machine
gun into another helicopter, killing the remaining
hostages. Twenty hours after Black September
had begun their attack, a German police official,
5 Palestinian terrorists, and 11 Israeli athletes
lay dead. Three of the terrorists who survived
were imprisoned but were set free a month later
when Arabs hijacked a Lufthansa 727 and
demanded their release.
A few days after the tragic event at the
Olympics, Israel retaliated with air strikes against
Syria and Lebanon, killing 66 people and
wounding dozens. In addition, Israel sent out
assassination squads to hunt down members of
Black September while Israeli troops broke
through the Lebanese border, igniting the
heaviest fighting since the Six-Day War of 1967.

America’s First Auto Parade
On September 7, 1899, over a dozen
motorcars, decorated with hydrangeas,
streamers, lights, and Japanese lanterns, lined
up to take part in America’s first automobile
parade. A throng of spectators showed up in
Newport, Rhode Island, arriving in cabs, private
carriages, bicycles, and even by foot to witness
the spectacle, attracted by the novelty and
rumors surrounding the event. The nature of the
motorcar decorations had been shrouded in
mystery prior to the parade, for each participant
Known to the Apache as Goyalkla, or “One had wished to surprise and outdo the others.
Who Yawns,” most non-Indians knew him by
his Spanish nickname, Geronimo. When he
Olivia de Havilland debuts
was a young man, Mexican soldiers had
murdered his wife and children during a brutal
On September 17, 1934, 18-year-old actress
attack on his village in Chihuahua, Mexico. Olivia de Havilland makes her stage debut in A
Though Geronimo later remarried and fathered Midsummer Night’s Dream at the Hollywood
other children, the scars of that early tragedy Bowl, directed by Max Reinhardt. Reinhardt also
left him with an abiding hatred for Mexicans. cast her in the movie version of the play, which
Operating in the border region around he directed the following year. De Havilland
Mexico’s Sierra Madre and southern Arizona became an accomplished actress, winning
and New Mexico, Geronimo and his band of several Oscars. She is best remembered for her
50 Apache warriors succeeded in keeping white role as Melanie in Gone with the Wind.
settlers off Apache lands for decades.
Geronimo never learned to use a gun, yet he
armed his men with the best modern rifles he
could obtain. He was a brilliant strategist who
used the Apache knowledge of the arid desert
environment to his advantage. But by 1886, the
great Apache warrior had grown tired of fighting
and further resistance seemed increasingly
pointless: there were just too many whites and
too few Apaches. On September 4, 1886,
Geronimo turned himself over to Miles,
becoming the last American Indian warrior in
history to formally surrender to the U.S.
After several years of imprisonment,
Geronimo was given his freedom, and he
moved to Oklahoma where he converted to
Christianity and became a successful farmer.
He even occasionally worked as a scout and
adviser for the U.S. army. Transformed into a
safe and romantic symbol of the already
vanishing era of the Wild West, he became a
Castro arrives in N.Y.
popular celebrity at world’s fairs and
Fidel Castro arrives in New York City as the
expositions and even rode in President
Theodore Roosevelt’s inaugural parade in head of the Cuban delegation to the United
1905. He died at Fort Sill, Oklahoma, in 1909, Nations. Castro’s visit stirred indignation and
admiration from various sectors of American
still on the federal payroll as an army scout.

developed her acting career with starring roles
in The Bodyguard (1992), Waiting to Exhale
(1995), The Preacher’s Wife (1996) and
society, and was climaxed by his speech to the Cinderella (1997).
United Nations on September 26, 1960.
By the time Castro arrived in New York City
A Sheriff too Wild for Texas
relations between the United States and Cuba
were rapidly deteriorating. Since taking power
On September 27, 1869, just after midnight
in January 1959, Castro had infuriated the on this day in 1869, Ellis County Sheriff Wild
American government with his policies of Bill Hickok and his deputy respond to a report
nationalizing U.S. companies and investments that a local ruffian named Samuel Strawhun
in Cuba. Some American officials, such as Vice and several drunken buddies were tearing up
President Richard Nixon, believed that Castro John Bitter’s Beer Saloon in Hays City, Kansas.
was leaning perilously toward communism. When Hickok arrived and ordered the men to
(Castro did not publicly proclaim his adherence stop, Strawhun turned to attack him, and
to communism until late1961, when he declared Hickok shot him in the head. Strawhun died
that he was a “Marxist-Leninist”.) When the U.S. instantly, as did the riot.
suspended the import of Cuban sugar in 1960,
Such were Wild Bill’s less-than-restrained
Castro’s government turned to the Soviet Union law enforcement methods. Famous for his skill
for economic assistance. The Russians were with a pistol and steely-calm under fire, James
happy to oblige.
Butler Hickok initially seemed to be the ideal
In September 1960, Castro led a delegation man for the sheriff of Ellis County, Kansas. The
to New York City to address the United Nations good citizens of Hays City, the county seat,
General Assembly. He and his entourage caused were tired of the wild brawls and
an immediate sensation by deciding to stay at destructiveness of the hard-drinking buffalo
the Theresa Hotel in Harlem. While there, Castro hunters and soldiers who took over their town
met with a number of African-American leaders, every night. They hoped the famous “Wild Bill”
including Malcolm X from the Nation of Islam could restore peace and order, and in the late
and the poet Langston Hughes. On September summer of 1869, elected him as interim county
26, Castro delivered a blistering attack on what sheriff.
he termed American “aggression” and
Tall, athletic, and sporting shoulder-length
“imperialism.” For over four hours, Castro hair and a sweeping mustache, Hickok cut an
lambasted U.S. policy toward Cuba and other impressive figure, and his reputation as a
nations in Latin America, Asia, and Africa. The deadly shot with either hand was often all it
United States, he declared, had “decreed the took to keep many potential lawbreakers on
destruction” of his revolutionary government.
the straight and narrow. As one visiting cowboy
later recalled, Hickok would stand “with his
back to the wall, looking at everything and
H. G. Wells
everybody under his eyebrows - just like a mad
H.G. Wells, pioneer of science fiction, was old bull.” But when Hickok applied more
born on September 21, 1866 in Bromley, aggressive methods of enforcing the peace,
some Hays City citizens
England, and received a
wondered if their new cure
scholarship to the Normal
wasn’t worse than the
School of Science in London.
disease.
After school, he worked as a
Shortly after becoming
draper ’s apprentice and
sheriff, Hickok shot a
bookkeeper before becoming
belligerent soldier who
a freelance writer. His lively
resisted arrest, and the
treatment of scientific topics
man died the next day. A
quickly brought him success
few weeks later Hickok
as a writer.
killed Strawhun. While his
In 1895, he published his
brutal ways were indispuclassic novel The Time
tably effective, many Hays
Machine, about a man who
City citizens were less than
journeys to the future. The
impressed that after only
book was a success, as were
five weeks in office he had
his subsequent books The
already found it necessary
Invisible Man (1897) and The
to kill two men in the name
War of the Worlds (1898).
of preserving peace.
Passionately concerned
During the regular
about the fate of humanity,
November election later
Wells joined the socialist
that year, the people
Fabian Society but quit after
a quarrel with George Bernard Shaw, another expressed their displeasure, and Hickok lost
prominent member. He was involved to his deputy, 144-89. Though Wild Bill Hickok
romantically for several years with Dorothy would later go on to hold other law
Richardson, pioneer of stream-of-consciousness enforcement positions in the West, his first
at being a sheriff had lasted only
writing. In 1912, the 19-year-old writer Rebecca attempt
West reviewed his book Marriage, calling him three months.
“The Old Maid among novelists.” He asked to
The First American Woman
meet her, and the two soon embarked on an
affair that lasted 10 years and produced one son,
Climbs everest
Anthony. Wells died in 1946.
On September 29, 1988, Stacy Allison of
Portland, Oregon, becomes the first American
Happy Shareholders
woman to reach the summit of Mount Everest,
September 22, 1997, was a banner day for which at 29,035 feet above sea level is the
IBM. The computer giant announced that it had highest point on earth. Allison, a member of
revolutionized computer chips by using copper the Northwest American Everest Expedition,
instead of aluminum in the production of climbed the Himalayan peak using the
semiconductors. The innovation, which promised southeast ridge route.
to make chips smaller, faster, and less expensive
Mount Everest sits on the crest of the Great
to produce, sent IBM’s shares up 5 to 104.
Himalayas in Asia, lying on the border between
Nepal and Tibet. Called Chomo-Lungma, or
Goddess of the Land,” by the Tibetans,
Whitney Houston Hits No.1 “Mother
the English named the mountain after Sir
On September 26, 1987 Whitney Houston’s George Everest, a 19th-century British
single “Didn’t We Almost Have It surveyor of South Asia. The summit of Everest
All?” debuts. The song came from reaches two-thirds of the way through the air
her second album, Whitney, which of the earth’s atmosphere - at about the
was released in June 1987 and cruising altitude of jet airliners - and oxygen
became the first album by a levels there are very low, temperatures are
female artist to debut at the top of extremely cold, and weather is unpredictable
and dangerous.
the charts.
In May 1953, climber and explorer Edmund
Houston was born in Newark,
New Jersey, in 1963. A cousin of Hillary of New Zealand and Tenzing Norgay of
singer Dionne Warwick and the Nepal made the first successful climb of the
daughter of a gospel singer, peak. Ten years later, James Whittaker of
Houston grew up singing in a Redmond, Washington, became the first
church choir and landed American to top the peak, reaching Everest’s
professional management by the summit with his Sherpa climbing partner
time she was 15. She made Nawang Gombu.
In 1975, Japanese mountaineer Junko
numerous live appearances and
provided guest vocals for several Tabei became the first woman to
recordings. She also developed a conquer the mountain. Three years later,
modeling and acting career, Reinhold Messner of Italy and Peter Habeler
appearing on magazine covers and on such of Austria achieved what had been previously
sitcoms as Silver Spoons. In 1985, she released thought impossible: climbing to the Everest
her first album, Whitney Houston, which yielded summit without oxygen. In 1988,
several hit singles, including “You Give Good American Stacy Allison successfully scaled
Love” and “Saving All My Love for You.” Her next Everest. About two dozen climbers died in
album, Whitney (1987), scored seven attempts to reach the top of Everest in the 20th
(continued on page 5)
consecutive No. 1 singles. In the early ’90s, she century.
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